Hype slang. n. 1. Excessive publicity and the ensuing the damaged circuitry in Parkinson's patients, restoring commotion. 2. Exaggerated or extravagant claims made family members and friends to the people they once especially in advertising or promotional material. (Source:
were. It is also a time of great growth in our understand-The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Laning of ways to improve the survival and function of guage, third edition) grafted tissue and identify other viable approaches to cell transplantation (1-4). Unfortunately, the recent clin-Hype is a funny thing. It makes for great airplay and print. Although it is usually intended to boost visibility ical data were not entirely positive, with improvements observed in the younger, but not older, patients. More-or awareness, hype is a doubled-edge sword. The shortlived benefits frequently give way to long-term and un-over, dyskinesia was noted in about 15% of the patients. The widespread interpretation was that the approach failed intended deleterious effects. The reason is simple. Reality and even fantasy can never really live up to its own and many were content to pronounce the field dead.
Responding to the widespread interpretation that these hype. Anything short of what the hype promised gives way to a pronouncement of failure. When you think clinical data were negative, some have argued that the wave of negative press surrounding these data is mis-about it, some of the greatest people and events of the last 100 years couldn't live up to the hype that sur-placed and have pointed out several technical and conceptual issues with the study of Freed et al. (6) (7) (8) . I firmly rounded them. Elvis, the Super Bowl, the search for Al Capone's grave, dot.com companies, the Titanic, and even believe that this stance is an important one and I hope others will continue to critically and objectively evaluate King Kong were ultimately victims of overreaching hype.
What does this have to do with cell transplantation the development of this field not based on hype and expectations but rather on logic and rigorous preclinical for Parkinson's disease (PD)? I believe that the recent clinical experimentation, while actually an initial work and clinical evaluation. This is a field that by some measures has been around for over 100 years and has been in progress, was hyped to the point that it has been viewed by many as definitive and has the unfortunate potential scientifically vital for nearly 30 years. A virtual mountain of data from animal models demonstrates the feasi-of shaping the future of the field. Over the last several years, both the scientific community and popular press bility of cell transplantation; no one can argue this point. Unfortunately, effective CNS reconstruction is one of have eagerly awaited the results of a recent double-blind controlled study conducted by Freed et al. (5) that di-the most, if not the most, difficult problems being tackled in neuroscience. It is an exceedingly complex prob-rectly compared the effects of transplanted dopamine producing cells versus a sham surgery for PD. The rea-lem and the individual components have and will continue to need to overcome daunting practical and scientific ob-son we have all eagerly awaited these results is simple. This is clearly a fertile area of scientific exploration with stacles. Convincingly arguing these points, Isacson and col-enormous clinical potential. A large amount of scientific literature is focused on the potential of cell transplanta-leagues (6) used a meta-analysis of the Freed study together with several previous small, open label trials to tion for PD and most lay people viscerally understand the inherent appeal for any strategy that would replace suggest that the recent results were actually quite en-2 EMERICH couraging. This analysis clearly supports the continued ments to deal with those issues, and proceed back to clinical evaluation. An organized cooperation among development of cell transplantation for PD. Interestingly, though, at least in casual conversations, some have used laboratories and individual investigators is a necessary step in the direction of more rapid and truly interpretable this meta-analysis as proof that cell transplantation is an efficacious and viable treatment. This certainly was not conclusions.
In 1988 Sladek and Shoulson (9) wrote a brief com-the intention of a group as respected as Isacson and his colleagues, and we must be careful to consider the use mentary dealing with the pace at which clinical trials were being initiated. Their call for patience rather than of the meta-analyis in context. Comparing numerous open label trials to a single controlled study is fraught patients reflected the feeling that a rush to clinical evaluation was under way without sufficient underlying with problems, making any clean interpretation difficult at best. Because the majority of studies used in the meta-knowledge of the factors affecting successful transplantation. Our knowledge is considerably greater today analysis didn't have controls and were never designed or powered to provide statistical assessments of the results, even though much remains to be learned. It is the integration of continued animal experimentation together quantitative evaluations (i.e., combining probability values or Z scores or using the r to Z transformation) cannot with rigorous, well-controlled stepwise clinical evaluation that is needed today. Answers to these questions be made. Accordingly, it is difficult to gain a more accurate representation of the population relationship than will undoubtedly move us closer to a final answer, but this takes time. Perhaps a refinement of the original ar-can be garnered with the single study by Freed et al. (5) . Without knowing several key factors, including the cri-gument put forth by Sladek and Shoulson to include a call for both patience and patients accurately reflects the teria for study inclusion, determinations of the type of effect size used, determinations of the mean and vari-current state of cell transplantation and will better serve future efforts. ance of effect across studies, potential use of moderator variables, etc., the analyses are not quantitatively inter-
In conclusion, the results from recent transplant studies should be viewed as works in progress. For some pretable.
At the end of the day, we still have only one rela-reason, the recent results presented by Freed et al. (5) have assumed a different level of importance and have tively small controlled study and we simply need more information. The issue then is to determine what it will generally been overinterpreted with too much weight placed on them. Rarely does an individual, small trial take to move cell transplantation from its current promise to the realization of a viable clinical therapy. The garner so much hype. It is equally unusual, and absolutely inappropriate, for any trial to be viewed as defini-scientific issues and considerations have been laid out in varying degrees of detail, but it seems that one important tive. This is clearly an unwarranted status for this trial and the fallout has the potential of threatening future avenue that is infrequently discussed is a means by which both research and clinical methodologies could efforts and potentially altering the pace of development of cell transplantation for PD and other disorders. The be consolidated and standardized. At present, transplantation efforts are carried out in a variety of labs and results of the recent clinical efforts should be viewed as only a piece of a large effort and any interpretation clinics, each using different protocols and procedures. Human trials have been conducted using different surgi-should be made in context of the enormous difficulty of successfully developing CNS cell transplantation as a cal approaches, varied numbers of grafted cells, different implant sites, various methods of preparing the cells safe, reliable, and effective therapy. They should be viewed in the absence of hype. prior to transplantation, etc. What is truly remarkable, is that the results of these trials, despite such differences, REFERENCES are generally encouraging. The surgical procedures appear safe and critical markers including motor function
